WE ARE HIRING!

Virtual • Fall 2023

AT Content Creation
Paid Work-Based Learning Opportunity

Learn about the latest in AT by interviewing professionals. Be part of a team to develop an educational campaign that reports about what AT tools are available, how they work, and how they can benefit users. Help others understand why AT matters!

DETAILS:

- **Wage:** $13.18/hour (Or at your state's minimum wage, if higher)
- **Virtual sessions:** via Zoom
- **Application deadline:** October 16, 2023
- **Program Dates:** October 30-December 15, 2023
- **Supervisor:** Becky Holt, LEAP Staff
- **Email application to:** Hannah Peach, LEAP Virtual Program Developer, hpeach@resourcevt.org
To be hired, you will need to fill out a W4, an I9, a Work Agreement, and a direct deposit form.

Once hired, your LEAP Supervisor will contact you about orientation dates and first meeting with your colleagues.

You will participate each Monday afternoon in a weekly online work session with your co-workers.

You will be assigned responsibilities at the weekly work session, and check in with LEAP supervisors and peers throughout the week to monitor progress.

Weekly timecards must be completed and approved accurately to be paid.

If your timecard is accurately completed and authorized, you will receive your first paycheck Nov. 17 and be paid bi-weekly.
Introducing AT on Demand

Assistive Technology (AT) on Demand with a CATIS (Certified Assistive Technology Instructional Specialist)
Since 2017 iSight Rehab has focused on teaching Assistive Technology (AT) to individuals with vision loss. Two CATIS’ will provide on-demand assistive technology support to LEAP participants.

- Create Confidence with Assistive Technology
- Build Independence for the Future

A CATIS will conduct an AT assessment with students before the program, and will offer weekly support & instruction.

Lessons will include:
- VoiceOver on iPhone
- TalkBack on Android
- Keyboarding and typing skills
- Learning screen readers such as JAWS and NVDA
- Magnification for phones and computers
- Supporting technology skills
- Building leadership skills

The more you know, the more you grow!
REGISTER NOW for SkillShops

STARTING SOON: 17 WEEKLY WORKSHOPS

Skill level: Independently access Zoom after onboarding

Connect with peers and professional mentors who are blind and visually impaired as they discuss their lives and careers. Develop soft skills for job readiness and employment, and learn tools and ways to access your community and lead an independent life.

Topics include:

- Mobility (COMS)
- Independent Living (CVRT)
- Dine-in
- Speaker Retreats
- Self Advocacy
- Disability Disclosure

BONUS:
Attend the 4 Disability Disclosure sessions and receive another $50 gift card.

Attend 11 sessions and receive a $50 gift card.

Send your registration to Hannah Peach by October 16
hpeach@resourcvevt.org